The Aaron Gregory Riley Endowed Scholarship

While honoring Aaron Gregory Riley (OWU ’11), this enduring scholarship recognizes, encourages and supports students living with epilepsy at Ohio Wesleyan University. The scholarship seeks to inspire those students to live lives more fully than they may otherwise do. Although Aaron’s life was abruptly shortened by this neurological disorder, he battled to bring epilepsy out of the shadows of society. He wanted, somehow, to reduce the feelings of isolation and seclusion that people living with epilepsy and seizure disorders often experience. A gift to the Aaron Gregory Riley Endowed Scholarship is a tribute to Aaron’s cause of bringing epilepsy out of the shadows and is an investment in OWU’s future.

The Aaron Gregory Riley Endowed Scholarship is a part of the permanent endowment of Ohio Wesleyan University. Income only from the interest of this fund will be used to fund a scholarship awarded annually with preference to a student, male or female, who maintains a 3.0 cumulative grade point average from high school or college, and identifies as living with epilepsy in its myriad forms. The scholarship also is used to recruit students living with epilepsy and distinguish Ohio Wesleyan University as an institution of higher education seeking students with disabilities and academic competence. In the event a suitable applicant with epilepsy cannot be identified, consideration shall be given to qualified students pursuing a major in Neuroscience or other related interdisciplinary fields.

Aaron’s legacy and cause of bringing epilepsy out of the shadows live on in this scholarship that embodies the generosity of his family, friends, Chi Phi Fraternity brothers, and alumni of Ohio Wesleyan University. Gifts may occur through various forms such as credit cards (online), personal checks, stock, life insurance, and real estate, and offer certain tax advantages.

Instructions for making a contribution are detailed on the back of this page.
Contributions may be made to the “Aaron Gregory Riley Scholarship” by the following means:

**Mail:**
Personal checks, business checks, money orders, and other “hard currency” donations (except cash) should be made payable to Ohio Wesleyan University, and should be mailed to:

**Office of Development Services**  
**Ohio Wesleyan University**  
**61 South Sandusky Street**  
**Delaware, Ohio 43015-9962**

Please be sure to indicate that the gift is for the Aaron Riley Scholarship and to memorialize Aaron.

**Online:**
The easiest way to make a contribution is through OWU’s secure donation Web site, https://community.owu.edu/makeyourgift, using a credit card. For the Designation select “Other” from the “Designation” field. This will allow you to designate your gift to the Aaron Riley Scholarship. Finally, click the “Add Donation” button to complete your gift and provide your credit card information.

**Stocks and bonds:**
You can also make a gift via a transfer of stock or appreciated assets. To do so simply instruct your broker to make a transfer to the account of Ohio Wesleyan University:

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney  
Dublin, Ohio 43017  
Account: #229-14451-1-8-504  
DTC: #0418

Our broker is Al Crock, First Vice President for Investments at The Crock Group, phone number 800-457-0025 and fax number 614-798-9304.

Frequently, when these gifts are received they are unidentified by the broker. Please help us avoid this by contacting Jeremy Ball, Director of Development Services at jdball@owu.edu or 740-368-3319 to inform us of your intention to make a gift. Please let us know your name, address, the stock or appreciated assets being transferred, the approximate number of shares being transferred or the approximate value of the gift, and that you would like the gift designated to the Aaron Riley Scholarship in memory of Aaron Riley. This will help us ensure that your gift is processed correctly and in a timely manner.

If you wish to send in paper stock certificates, please mail them to:

**Office of Development Services**  
**Ohio Wesleyan University**  
**61 South Sandusky Street**  
**Delaware, Ohio 43015-9962**